Electronic public records
caught in technical limbo
Agencies’ computers won’t play with ours
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Even the courts are doing their part.
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Several states now have cases on the
books where courts have ruled that
metadata in public records is open to the
public, most recently a supreme court
decision issued in Arizona.
Key to the courts’ decisions has been
principles including that metadata authenticates the record and may reveal
fraud. Indeed, an earlier case from the
D.C. Circuit noted that a paper record
may not be a complete copy of an
electronic record due to information it
may not disclose that is evident in the
electronic record.
Courts have turned away arguments
from public bodies that producing metadata will take significantly longer time,
noting that the transfer of electronic data
is generally
quicker and
easier than The businesses
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front of a that created
photocopy the software
machine to
make copies programs
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to a request.
At the same law changed.
time, courts
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open to arguments that some portions
of public records may contain confidential information and that there are times
the data must be sorted so as to protect
some private data (such as credit card
information) from disclosure.
The day is coming when we will see
public record data easily available in
commonly used formats, either because
legislatures have changed the law or
because courts have mandated that such
data be readily available.
Meanwhile, please ask your candidates
leading up to the November election for
their position on access to public records.
Ask them if they would support a Sunshine Law amendment guaranteeing that
right. Ask them if they would support
language in the Sunshine Law giving an
incentive for public bodies to know and
honor the language in the law.
They need to clearly understand how
important this right of access is to you,
and to their constituents.
Thanks for all you do in supporting
our efforts on this front, and in Jefferson
City!
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